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Abstract: The overall purpose of the paper is overcoming the misunderstanding of the “natural-
ness” attribute of materials. This is due to the always-increasing innovative materials considered
“environmentally sustainable” and “natural” by producers, material libraries, and designers. The
investigated research problem is: how to simply and effectively evaluate the degree of naturalness
of a material, preventing a complete and complex LCA analysis? The basic design of the study
was focused on (i) creating a multicriteria quali-quantitative method—Material Naturalness Index
(MNI)—in order to assess materials’ naturalness scientifically, and (ii) test it by running the evaluation
on 60 innovative materials. MNI was set considering the least number of parameters of the Material
Life Cycle (i.e., resource kingdom, material resource, material processing, post-use processing). The
60 latest materials selected from the “natural” material family of six international material libraries
were selected to test the index. The data analysis was based on the Theory of Attractive Quality,
considering attractive, must-be, or reverse qualities. Major findings concerning the index utility were
found as a result. MNI was demonstrated to support different actors with different aims: (i) designers,
in independently evaluating naturalness of materials using real evidence and pursuing a critical point
of view not influenced by marketing claims; (ii) producers, in facing the challenge of naturalness;
(iii) material libraries, which are collocated between the two other actors, in proposing measurable
information concerning naturalness. In conclusion, the study demonstrated how the key-concept of
“naturalness” should be assumed as an attribute rather than as a material family.

Keywords: material life cycle; naturalness; materials libraries; innovative materials; environmental
sustainability; life cycle assessment; product design; materials naturalness index; design for sustainability;
materials hyper-choice

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation: The Overabundance of “Environmentally Sustainable” and “Natural” Materials

In the last decades, an overabundance of environmentally sustainable—and so labelled
—materials have been developed. Italy, Germany, and Spain are the most productive coun-
tries in the EU [1]. The environmental sustainability of material is pursued following
different approaches [2–5]. In this context, a key role is played by the definition of environ-
mentally sustainable materials, as there is no univocal point of view amongst practitioners,
especially material producers. In fact, producers frequently adopt this definition in order
to qualify their products as more appealing and closer to Nature, for a mere marketing
purpose [6], also adopting other terms considered as synonyms, such as natural materials.

From the Oxford Languages dictionary entry, “natural” could be defined as “existing
in or derived from nature; not made or caused by humankind” and “in accordance with the
nature of, or circumstances surrounding, someone or something”. Therefore, although the
term “natural” is widely used [7], for example, to define a material, a clear and objective
definition still lacks.
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Nevertheless, according to many authors [8,9] the so-called “natural” materials are pre-
ferred over unnatural ones in many contexts. In the wide world of environmentally sustainable
materials, characterised by various explanations, definitions, and categorizations [10–14], this
paper investigates the “natural” materials family observed in the material libraries.

1.2. Significance: The “Natural” Materials Family in the Materials Libraries

The diffusion of sustainable products, or products tending towards environmental sustain-
ability, has led to a great effort by producers and researchers to develop innovative materials or
solutions strictly connected to natural resources or to natural processes. The material journey
starts in and through Nature by surrounding humans [15] with a great variety of what is
already defined as natural material substances [16]. This trend meets the definition of “super-
natural” materials [17] (i.e., materials from renewable resources, recycled materials made from
production and end-user waste, biodegradable and/or compostable materials).

Material libraries represent the principal place where designers and companies should
find clear, correct, updated, and impartial information about materials, as they represent
a window on materials innovation [18]. The so-called “natural” materials are well repre-
sented in the materials libraries, although their classification is not always approached
consistently, especially in the “natural” materials family, characterised by blurred and trans-
familiar borders (Figure 1). A particular bias is caused by the fact that materials’ naturalness
is frequently adopted as a marketing lever by producers. The transition towards sustain-
ability also implies marketing tactics by companies to project an ecologically responsible
image despite continuing environmentally harmful practices [19,20] (i.e., “greenwashing”).
Greenwashing is defined as “the act of misleading consumers regarding the environmental
practices of organisations or the environmental benefits of a product or service” [21]: it,
thus, becomes crucial to establish the framework within which a material can be defined
as environmentally sustainable. As material libraries derive information on materials
from producers, inaccurate, inflated, or tendentious information on the naturalness of a
material provided by the manufacturer can lead to an inaccurate and misleading transfer
of information to the designer, if a clear and scientifically robust classification is lacking.
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1.3. Novelty: Measuring the Naturalness of Materials

Naturalness has been defined as: “the probability that a material or object is perceived
as being natural, i.e., perceived as being derived from nature” [22]. However, many au-
thors [8,23] analyse the perception of materials and products, considering the aspect of
naturalness, and define naturalness as crucial for product environmental sustainability
perception: in fact, it is often associated with positive qualities, and it probably makes a
difference in the decision processes of consumers. Naturalness has also been used as an
added value of physical food products [24,25] or as a validation tool of the effectiveness
of ecosystem management [26], but no prior studies have defined a method to measure
the materials’ naturalness. Starting from this controversial situation caused by the afore-
mentioned issues, the present contribution addresses the need to evaluate the materials’
naturalness, which is so far lacking in the scientific literature. A validated, scientific, rig-
orous, and already existing tool for similar assessments is Life Cycle Assessment (LCA);
nevertheless, the limitations of this approach are extensively shared amongst practitioners
and the scientific community [27].

In order to reply to the research question: How to simply and effectively evaluate the
degree of naturalness of a material, preventing a complete and complex LCA analysis?,
the objective of this contribution (Figure 2) is to propose an index able to consider the
least number of parameters necessary for the assessment of this aspect, in order to allow
designers, material libraries, and material producers to independently evaluate naturalness
of materials starting from real evidence, and pursuing a critical point of view not influenced
by marketing claims.
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Figure 2. Conceptual framework for the evaluation of the materials’ naturalness.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Source of Information: The “Natural” Materials Family in Different Materials Libraries

An analysis of different classification methods adopted by several material libraries
for cataloguing the “natural” materials was carried out.

A selection of six materials libraries based in Europe and worldwide was made,
considering five free database access material libraries (Materfad (http://es.materfad.
com/, accessed on 18 November 2022), ES; Material District (https://materialdistrict.com/
material/, accessed on 18 November 2022), NL; Make it London (https://www.make-it.
london/materials-library, accessed on 18 November 2022), UK; Circular Material Library
(https://circulardesignco.com/circularmateriallibrary/, accessed on 18 November 2022),
AUS; SML—Sustainable Materials Library (https://sml.pidc.org.tw/product_en_1.php,
accessed on 18 November 2022), TW), and one closed database access material library
(MATto (http://www.matto.design/en/home/, accessed on 18 November 2022), IT).

An investigation was performed, in order to understand each classification system
adopted by the selected material library (in particular, concerning the topic of “natural”
materials), as shown in Table 1.

http://es.materfad.com/
http://es.materfad.com/
https://materialdistrict.com/material/
https://materialdistrict.com/material/
https://www.make-it.london/materials-library
https://www.make-it.london/materials-library
https://circulardesignco.com/circularmateriallibrary/
https://sml.pidc.org.tw/product_en_1.php
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Table 1. An overview of different classifications of “natural” materials families within different
international material libraries.

Material Library Name
Family Organisation

(and Number of Collected Items
up to November 2022)

Particular Notes

Materfad
Natural materials, 336

(animal origins, 103; vegetal origins, 46;
mineral origins, 187).

A subdivision by living kingdoms is adopted.

Material District
Other naturals, 685;

Wood, 300;
Natural stones, 72.

The “other naturals” materials family
comprises bioplastics.

Make it London

Timber and construction boards, 25;
Plastics, 8;

Stones and composites, 11;
Naturals and organics, 10;

Paper and print, 9;
Metals, 8;

Textiles, 13.

Commonly considered natural materials, such
as stone or wood, are ascribed into other

materials families than “naturals and organics”.
Furthermore, materials families and

applications are mixed.

Circular Material Library TechCycle, 37;
BioCycle, 60.

All items are circular materials.
There is no specific session dedicated to

“natural” materials.
In the” TechCycle” family are collected metals,

plastics, etc., and in BioCycle woods,
bioplastics, etc.

Sustainable Materials Library
Organic materials, 543 (plastic, 244; fibre, 160;

natural, 32; rubber, 68; others, 39);
Inorganic materials, 46 (metal, 14; mineral, 32).

There is no distinction between “natural” and
other materials. All materials are brought back

to nature.

MATto

Natural materials, 33;
Wood, 90;
Metals, 50;
Paper, 136.

“Natural materials” include materials such as
leather, cork, basalt, etc. Bioplastics are not
included in the “natural materials” family.

Table 1 demonstrates two different phenomena:

• The naturalness attribute is perceived in a non-homogeneous and non-consistent way
when used to classify materials; for example, materials commonly recognised as “nat-
ural” such as wood or leather, are often separated from the “natural materials” family;

• The “natural” materials family comprises, in some cases, materials with a high degree
of artificiality defined as “natural” by their manufacturers or because they include
materials from natural resources.

This inconsistency, as well as the overuse of the attribute “natural” to define more
environmentally sustainable materials, generates a complete linguistic and conceptual mis-
understanding. The present work is conducted to face and overcome this misunderstanding,
proposing a new method to quali-quantitatively assess the “naturalness” of materials.

2.2. A Multicriteria Assessment Method

A multicriteria assessment method set on several variables of the material life cycle
was created to overcome the misunderstanding and scientifically assess the “naturalness”
attribute. The following aspects (Figure 3)—subdivided along the main phases of the
Product Life Cycle, and, consequently, on the Material Life Cycle (respectively: “production”
for the variables in Sections 2.2.1–2.2.5; “end of life” for the variable in Section 2.2.6)—were
considered. The intermediate phase between these two, i.e., the “use”, was excluded from
this multicriteria analysis because it relied on the end consumer behaviours.
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All the variables explained in the next sub-paragraphs, and the related levels, consti-
tute the columns of Appendix A.

2.2.1. Resource Kingdom

The first variable is based on the living or non-living attribute of the resource [28].
The classification into seven living kingdoms proposed by Cavalier-Smith [29] was

adopted for categorising the living resources along the following levels:

• Bacteria [B];
• Archaea [AR];
• Protozoa [PR];
• Chromista [C];
• Plantae [PL];
• Fungi [F];
• Animalia [AN].

Similarly, the non-living resources were classified according to the scientific litera-
ture [30,31] on the following two levels:

• Metals [M];
• Non-Metals [NM].

2.2.2. Renewability of the Resource

The age-structured discrete time modelling of a renewable resource is found in the sci-
entific literature and is by now thoroughly discussed [32]. Nevertheless, the reference to dis-
crete levels [33]—well consolidated in the field of Design for Sustainability [34]—remains
the most easily understandable and applicable for designers. In this contribution, this
variable is articulated on the following four levels:

• Short Cycle [SC];
• Medium Cycle [MC];
• Long Cycle [LC];
• Non-Renewable [NR].

Specifically, according to ISO 14021, the term “renewable” is referred to as “a material
that is composed of biomass from a living source, that can be tree or crops, and that can be
continually replenished”, and renewability as “depends upon both the specific regrowing
speed and the extraction frequency” [13]. All the resources that cannot be regenerated in a
lifespan compatible with human life can be considered non-renewable. Therefore, fossil
resources as well must be considered non-renewable.
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2.2.3. Origins of the Resource

The substitution of raw materials for sustainable resources is required in order to
attain global sustainability [35]. The origins of the resource variable can be evaluated on
four levels, as follows:

• Wasted resources [W] [17];
• Mechanically recycled resources [MR] [10];
• Chemically recycled resources [CR] [36];
• Primary (i.e., virgin) resources [P].

2.2.4. Productive Processes Weight

There is a further investigation concerning the “artificiality thickness” concept [37],
and it is about the productive processes’ weight, i.e., the complexity of the resource trans-
formation. This variable was investigated on four different levels:

• Very Light Processing [VLP]: The resource is taken directly from nature and introduced
in the same configuration into the material layout; this is the case of materials that do
not change their macro or micro shape during processing or that only change their
shape spontaneously.

• Light Processing [LP]: The resource is usually processed with just a few traditional
production processes, frequently just one, in some cases inspired by handcraft process
or involving light and/or very simple technologies, such as melting, intertwining,
spinning together, etc. In materials characterised by light processing, the resources are
usually quite recognizable, at least with one of the five senses, because the link with
their original shape is still quite strong.

• Medium Processing [MP]: The resource is processed, usually by steps, with several
different technologies or with a few complex technologies; the productive process
strongly affects the resource characteristics and deeply changes its mechanical prop-
erties. This approach entails a re-engineering of the material, frequently involving a
natural or biologically inspired engineering approach; in this case, the resource can be
recognisable, but with a completely different aspect, or it can be hidden and no longer
recognizable because of the high number of undergone processes.

• High Processing [HP]: The resource is more than processed, it is entirely re-designed by
a deep artificial process going back to its chemical structure; this is the case of synthetic
biology, of materials created in the laboratory, generated—partially or totally—from a
redesign of their intrinsic DNA, of their molecular structure.

2.2.5. Productive Chain Length

Controlling the productive chain length means reducing the distribution impacts of
resources from the extraction site to the transformation site. In order to provide an estimate
of productive chain length, four levels have been set for this variable:

• On Site [OS]: The resource extraction site coincides with the resource processing site [38];
• Short Distance [SD]: The transformation happens in the same country of extraction as

the resource;
• Medium Distance [MD]: The transformation happens in the same continent of extraction

as the resource;
• Long Distance [LD]: The transformation happens on a different continent of extraction

than the resource.

2.2.6. Dismitting Scenarios

In order to answer the complex and multidimensional waste management prob-
lem [39], the European Commission defined through the Waste Framework Directive [40]
the main guidelines and basic principles to prevent waste production. According to this
waste hierarchy [40], the most recent Circular Design Strategies [41] and the International
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Organization for Standardization, the material demitting scenario variable was evaluated
on six levels:

• Potentially Reusable [PRU]: The material can be separated and prepared to be re-used
without any other pre-processing;

• Potentially Recyclable [PRC]: The material can be reprocessed by a recycling process to
recover secondary recycled material with high/low performances for the original or
other purposes;

• Biodegradable [B]: The material waste can be biologically degraded by living organisms
down to the base substances such as water, carbon dioxide, methane, basic elements,
and biomass [42];

• Compostable [C]: The material waste can be transformed into compost within a specific time
frame; it requires specific conditions (home or industrial composting facilities) [43,44];

• Gas or Energy Recovery [GoER]: The material waste can be subject to an energy recovery
treatment, through their combustion in fossil fuel power plants, or to gas recovery;

• Landfill Disposal [LD]: The only possible end of life scenario for the material is landfill.

2.3. Data Analysis

A multicriteria analysis inspired by the Theory of Attractive Quality [45], commonly
adopted in new products and service development [46] and considering quantitative
discrete and qualitative ordinal variables, was performed.

Each variable level was categorised, following Kano’s theory applied to sustainabil-
ity [47], as attractive quality (attractive involves all the functions which are normally not
present, but ones which would increase the quality perceived by the final user), must-be
quality (must-be involves all the aspects required by a product without which the product
would be perceived as low quality), or reverse quality (reverse involves all the aspects that,
if they exist, lead to dissatisfaction; if they do not exist, they do not lead to satisfaction
(See Appendix A)), following the consumer’s attitudes towards the current environmental
sustainability issue of materials.

A standardisation of the evaluation following the principle “less is better”, i.e., the
lower the value of the indicator, the better the evaluation of the materials on that particular
criterion, was performed, with a score level ranging from 0 to 3. Specifically:

• Attractive quality: If the analysed material fulfils the quality, this result is converted
into a range of 0–1 (excellent; in green colour in Appendix A);

• Must-be quality: If the analysed material fulfils the quality, this result is converted into
2 (good; in yellow colour in Appendix A);

• Reverse quality: If the analysed material fulfils the quality, this result is converted into 3
(poor; in red colour in Appendix A).

Data concerning the discrete quantitative variables of Resource kingdom, Renewability
of the resource, and Origins of the resource, as they were expressed as percentage, were
multiplied by the aforementioned coefficients in order to obtain the specific scores. Data
concerning the qualitative ordinal variables of Productive process weight, Productive chain
length, and Demitting scenarios were just converted into a score, as indicated. Finally, the
sum of the scores obtained for each variable was calculated.

A score representing the naturalness level of each material was calculated adopting the
following formula (Figure 4), in order to express the result of this multicriteria assessment
method as a new index, named the Materials Naturalness Index (MN Index).
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2.4. A First Run of the Assessment: The Implementation on Several “Natural” Materials

Sixty materials identified from the most recently collected materials in the “natu-
ral” materials family by material libraries, presented in Table 1, were selected to run the
multicriteria analysis method for the first time.

Materials were equally selected from materials of resources from living and non-
living kingdoms, considering the Renewability (Short Cycle, Medium Cycle, Long Cycle;
Non-Renewable) and the Origins (Wasted resources, Mechanically Recycled resources,
Chemically Recycled resources, Primary) of these resources. Moreover, differences in
the Productive processes weight (Very Light, Light, Medium, and High Processing), the
chain length (On Site, Short, Medium, and Long Distance) and in the Dismitting scenario
(Potentially Reusable, Potentially Recyclable, Biodegradable, Compostable, Gas or Energy
Recovery, Landfill Disposal) were criteria for choosing the materials to be analysed. As
example, materials derived from fruit peel, cork, animal fibres, flexible stones, and many
others were analysed.

The collected data are systematised in Appendix A. The materials are presented on the
rows through a concise description, without indicating the names of the product and/or the
manufacturer since the purpose of the analysis is research and not commercial; however,
the material library from which the material was selected is reported. The variables are
presented in the columns.

3. Results
3.1. The Materials Naturalness Index

The standardisation of the variables based on a three-value scale allowed us to establish
a quali-quantitative method to assess the naturalness degree of the so-called “natural”
materials. Nevertheless, even if this assessment method was developed in order to quali-
quantitatively assess the naturalness attribute for those materials belonging to or ascribed
to the “natural” materials family, it can be applied to whatever materials, without any
distinction within material families.

Aggregating the values concerning the macro-criteria allowed us to create a single
dimensionless value describing this specific attitude toward the topic of naturalness, an
index named Materials Naturalness Index (MN Index), graphically represented in Figure 5.
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Having a single dimensionless value facilitates, on the one hand, the integration of the
evaluation of the materials’ naturalness in the meta-design process of the final product, but
on the other, it means forcibly simplifying a complexity which, in fact, enhances the index.

The value describing the specific Material Naturalness Level was segmented into three
different ranges of values:

• Excellent value (of Material Naturalness): The analysed material was assessed with a
value ranging from 0 to 6 (the evaluation is placed in the area with a light green
background in the figure);

• Good value (of Material Naturalness): The analysed material was assessed with a value
ranging from 7 to 12 (the evaluation is placed in the area with a light yellow back-
ground in the figure);

• Poor value (of Material Naturalness): The analysed material was assessed with a value
ranging from 13 to 18 (the evaluation is placed in the area with a light red background
in the figure).

It must be noted that this score does not mean that a material is better or worse than
another for a specific design project. The MN Index is simply designed to compare different
materials with a multi-criteria approach, taking into consideration various aspects that
have a direct effect on their effective degree of naturalness. The score must, therefore, be
read as “The XY material is rated as Z (e.g., 5) on a scale from 0 to 18 of the Materials Naturalness
Index, meaning that it has an Excellent/Good/Poor (in this case, Excellent) level of naturalness”.

Finally, as the MN index groups different criteria, the resulting value represents a bal-
anced score. In other words, the index does not elevate one criterion as more important than
the others. A material can obtain the Excellent rating despite having one criterion assessed as
significantly less natural (e.g., a high score on a “reverse” quality) than the others.

3.2. The Analysed Materials in Relation to the “Natural” Materials Family

Some conclusions can be also drawn from the collected data (See Appendix A Table A1)
adopted to first run the Material Naturalness Index. However, it should be noted that the
objective of this analysis is not drawing conclusions on the selected materials but rather to
verify if the index can be helpful in clarifying the misunderstanding of the “naturalness”
attribute and, more precisely, assessing it.

Amongst the selected 60 “natural” materials, a preponderance (40 items on 60) of
vegetable resources can be noticed. This could highlight a strong relation between “natural-
ness” and living resources, even if there has been, until now, less interest in resources from
the other living kingdoms (e.g., Animalia: 14 items of 60; Bacteria: 3 items of 60; Protisti:
2 items of 60; Chromisti: 2 items of 60; Fungi: 2 items of 60; Archae: 1 item of 60). In
the next decades, the involvement of living resources other than plants is likely to grow,
especially boosted by bioproduction and other new material processing trends currently
on the rise [38]. This fact could entail a consequent possible shortening of the productive
chain length; currently, On site and adopting natural (i.e., biological) productive processes
is found just for 10 items of 60.

Materials made of non-living resources are, rather than being defined as “natural”,
frequently ascribed to ad hoc material families (e.g., metals or stones), instead of to the
“natural” materials family. This fact explains the limited number of items found adopting
these resources (only 24 items of 60), if compared with those from living resources (53 items
of 60). This evidence could be due to a more consolidated taxonomy that sees high-
performance materials (e.g., metals) more investigated from a physical-mechanical point
of view than from a sensory-expressive one. Therefore, for such materials, the attribute of
“naturalness” could be judged as less important.

The low presence of bioplastics in the “natural” materials family (3 items of 60), and the
still lower presence of the traditional polymers (2 items of 60) should be highlighted. This
fact appears to be controversial for traditional polymers, derived from natural resources,
albeit non-renewable, but is still more controversial for bioplastics, which are directly
derived from living and renewable resources. Probably, the preconception of bioplastics as
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substitutes for traditional polymers influences their classification, which still appears not
to be homogeneous within materials libraries.

Renewability of the resource in “natural” materials is usually quite limited (37 items
of 60), probably because of its relation to the living kingdom, even if the productive
process weight can also significantly modify the resource expressiveness (Medium Processing:
18 items of 60; Heavy Processing: 11 items of 60), making the original matter no more
recognizable to the end consumer. This fact negatively affects the identification of the
correct end-of-life disposal scenario. An example is the issue of bioplastic disposal, which
is frequently confused within traditional polymers and organic waste.

All the issues raised from the results of the analysis of Appendix A reinforce the
focused need for an index to evaluate the material naturalness level. At the present time,
the material family of “natural” materials neither responds to a robust criterion shared
between material libraries, nor can it be delegated to designers to control and evaluate all
these aspects on their own, without a systemic and guided view.

4. Discussion
4.1. A Comparison between MN Index and Other Studies Assessing the Material Naturalness

The Materials Naturalness Index was proposed to assess the naturalness of materials
through a multicriteria assessment that considers aspects of the Material Life Cycle. The
topic of measuring naturalness is not completely new for the scientific literature. In Land-
scape Studies, researchers studied how landscape patterns can be used as an indicator of
naturalness and ecological sustainability [48]. In the Product Design field, other authors [49]
analysed how the material perception of naturalness influences users’ choice when selecting
products, or [8,50] the perceived degree of naturalness through the sensory interaction
(touch/vision) with materials (i.e., textiles), and others [9] investigated how colour compo-
sitions are perceived as natural. In studies related to the food field [24,25,51,52], naturalness
has been defined as correlated to the perceptions of product quality; it has been also inves-
tigated [53] as a factor impacted by visual, tactile, and auditory cues or strictly correlated
with elements such as how the food is grown and processed, the contagion of the raw
material, or which ingredients that are used. Moreover, the impact of packaging and the
role of perceptual interactions have been defined as crucial in the food’s expected natural-
ness [54]. In food colourant studies [55], naturalness has been evaluated in a simplified
index (on a scale of 3 points; from 1 to 3), referring to the chemical structure of the pigments,
considering the number of processing steps involved during food colourant production;
nonetheless, naturalness was not further analysed as part of a complex set of indicators
focused on the effect of manufacturing food additives and the consumers’ expectations
on production.

However, the mentioned studies did not provide a method to measure the “natural-
ness”, and when the methods did investigate this aspect, it was by cross-correlating several
psychophysical measurement methods and suggestions that can be used to express natu-
ralness in design. Studies have so far been able to evaluate users’ behaviour towards the
concept of naturalness and have highlighted the primacy of certain elements strictly linked
with the materials’ environmental sustainability (i.e., synthetic yarns may be perceived as
naturals when adequately combined with pure natural ones).

The main alternative to the MN index at the present time is represented by the LCA,
which, even considering its limitations, is extensively used among practitioners and in
the scientific community [27]. In particular, making the life cycle inventory more readily
available (especially to non-expert practitioners) is one of the main limitations of to the
tool [27]. Following one of the strategies theorised in literature to overcome the limita-
tions of LCA, i.e., developing a hybrid analysis between an extension of LCA and the
development of a toolbox including other types of impacts [56], the new quali-quantitative
multicriteria method inspired by LCA was developed and proposed in this paper. The
presented systematic procedure aims at being an exploratory tool to start the analysis on
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naturalness of materials, basing these evaluations on qualitative and quantitative data,
mainly from the production and from the end-of-life phases of the Material Life Cycle.

4.2. The Impact of the MN Index on the Design Process, and the Adoption by Its Actors

The multicriteria method mapped out meets some of the Circular Business Model
Archetypes [41], such as (i) Circular Supplies, (ii) Resource Value, and (iii) Product Life
Extension. This research shows how materials respond to challenges, such as integrating
environmental sustainability issues and consumers’ perceptions. The MN index, therefore,
meets the future scenarios for Product Design, especially supporting a triple typology of
target, i.e., (i) designers, (ii) materials libraries, and (iii) material producers in facing the
challenge of naturalness, as follows:

• From the designers’ perspective, using the MN Index, the designer is aided in choosing
the best materials through a method that is coherent with the Life Cycle Approach
but agile and easily usable during the design process. Specifically, it can be adopted
in the meta-design phase to choose the most appropriate material for a sustainable
project. In fact, according to recent approaches to design culture, selecting suitable
materials for a product should be done as early as in the meta-design stage because this
supports its technical functions and shapes its personality [57]. However, the index
can also be adopted to validate the designer’s choices based on material technical,
sensory, and environmental properties: the solutions can either be rejected or accepted
by checking the naturalness level. Moreover, the MN index avoids using a priori
preconceptions about materials’ sustainable impact (e.g., biomaterials, materials from
renewable resources) regarding sustainability and artificiality, interpreted as opposed
to naturalness.

• From the material libraries’ perspective, the classification of materials and their organi-
sation in families represents a complex challenge. Through the analysis presented in
this study, the “natural” term was proved needing to be considered as an attribute
rather than as a family. This attribute, in fact, was demonstrated to be transversal to all
material families; therefore, a new classification re-collocating the currently so-labelled
“natural materials” could be proposed, as well as a new layer of investigation of
materials, adopting the proposed method.

• From the material producers’ perspective, the MN index can also lead them to a reflection,
especially on the use—and, frequently, abuse—of the naturalness attribute, often
assumed as a marketing strategy. In fact, reflecting on the real variables that concretely
lead to a higher degree of naturalness could help producers making the process being
more “light”, where possible, as well as meeting the wishes of the designer and,
consequently, of the final consumer, for a truly more responsible production.

However, even if promising, the index is not without weaknesses that still need
research, as pointed out in the next paragraph.

4.3. Future Challenges and Applications for the MN Index

In order to focus on the importance of the present contribution, as well as on its
criticisms, a gap analysis based on a SWOT analysis (Table 2) was performed, highlighting
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of the MN index here theorized.

From this analysis, several challenges, as well as future applications for the MN index,
can be foreseen.

Starting from the actors who could most benefit from the MN index, it is hoped
that this method for assessing the naturalness degree of materials will be adopted in the
future, primarily by material libraries. Material libraries represent, in fact, meeting places
connecting designers and material producers, as well as being cultural hubs stimulating
the debate on the most current topics in terms of materials [58].
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Table 2. A SWOT analysis of the MN index.

Positive Negative

internal

STRENGTHS

− To date, there is still no index to assess “naturalness”;
− An emerging need for clarity on this topic

is highlighted;
− Simplicity of the MN index compared to LCA;
− Objectifiable multi-criteria evaluation;
− Applicability to any family of materials (not just for

the “natural” materials family).

WEAKNESSES

− LCA allows finer analysis (but also much more
complex ones);

− Lack of validation through a direct comparison
between MN index and LCA;

− The evaluation of the index may be partially
inaccurate if the material producer provides
unclear information (e.g., on raw materials, on the
specific composition, on the production process,
on the place of processing, etc.).

external

OPPORTUNITIES

− (For designers): To support a design choice of
materials with objective data;

− (For material libraries): To give greater clarity to
the user;

− (For materials producers): To substantiate with
objectively measured data the characteristic of
“naturalness” of their materials (already in production
or at the research stage), that is currently a
marketing lever;

− (For the authors): To propose this index as a method to
evaluate the naturalness of materials at a higher level
(e.g., at a national or international level).

THREATS

− Uncertainty in business acceptance: the index
could be rejected or opposed by companies that
practise simple green washing, and have no
interest in seeing the naturalness of their
products denied;

− The change in consumers’ attitudes towards the
environmental sustainability issues can modify the
assessment, according to the Theory of
Attractive Quality.

Given the simplicity of calculating the MN index, it is desirable that the future catalogu-
ing process of materials could also adopt this indicator, similarly to the indicators assessing
the mechanical or sensory properties of materials, already taken into consideration in the
material archives.

Furthermore, since the calculation method is very simple, and designers are now
increasingly informed by scientific literature, it is hoped that everyone can freely calculate
the naturalness of alternative materials (for example if different possible solutions are
under evaluation for a project), starting from the method provided in this article, in order
to support one’s critical sense with reliable quali-quantitative data.

However, the present method is not free from defects, critical points, criticisms, and
gaps and it needs to be further developed with recommended solutions.

Concerning the defects, users applying the method could need clarification on how to
evaluate each variable. Therefore, it is desirable to develop an online calculation platform
in which whoever enters the data is guided in interpreting the variables.

A current index limitation is represented by the “use” phase, which is currently
excluded from the assessment because it relies on the end users’ behaviours. It should
be verified with an ad hoc study whether it heavily affects the MN level. Furthermore, a
validation step could be hypothesised in a future contribution by comparing this method
with a complete LCA analysis.

Finally, a similar application of the index to innovative materials belonging to material
families other than “naturals” could be implemented, in order to verify its accuracy along
different families of materials.

In the end, if all these validation and implementation steps demonstrate its effective-
ness, the MN index could be proposed as a standard to correctly and scientifically inform
stakeholders of a material’s real and measurable naturalness.
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5. Conclusions

With this contribution, an index named Material Naturalness Index was proposed,
in order to respond to the research question “How to simply and effectively evaluate the
degree of naturalness of a material, preventing a complete and complex LCA analysis?”

The multicriteria analysis proposed here was inspired by the Theory of Attractive
Quality, commonly adopted in new products and service development, considering attrac-
tive qualities, must-be qualities, or reverse qualities, following the consumers’ attitudes
towards the current environmental sustainability issue of materials.

The benefits and utility of the presented Index can be synthetically summarised,
as follows:

• The index allows overcoming the subjectivity and randomness with which the “natu-
ral” attribute is used in the world of materials;

• As it is based on the least number of parameters necessary for the evaluation of
naturalness, it is easier to apply than a complete LCA;

• Designers could, therefore, independently evaluate the naturalness of materials start-
ing from objective evidence and pursuing a critical point of view not influenced by
marketing claims.

Providing designers with a method able to scientifically and robustly assess the
materials’ naturalness implies making them able to select the correct material in order
to face big environmental issues, such as (i) recover the resource value of end-of-life
matters by using them in new forms and avoiding the consumption of virgin resources, or
(ii) extend materials and product life, through its reuse, repair, maintenance, and upgrade,
in accordance with the Circular Business Model Archetypes [41] for future Design scenarios.

Even considering the current limits, it can be hypothesised that, thanks to future
studies, the present criticalities of the MN index can be overcome, and its effectiveness
proved. Then, the index could be proposed to designers as a method to support the material
selection phase, to material libraries as a classification parameter, and to material producers
as a self-analysis tool and guideline for developing new materials.
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Appendix A

The following table (Table A1) collects the data obtained from the 60 materials selected
from the most recent ones in the “natural” materials family of each material library and
analysed through the Materials Naturalness Index.
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Table A1. Data from 60 “natural” materials from the selected materials libraries. Text in green colours refer to Attractive qualities; Text in yellow colour refer to
Must-be qualities; Text in red colour refer to Reverse qualities. If the MN Index obtains an excellent value, the cell background is in light green; if the MN Index
obtains a good value, the cell background is in light yellow; if the MN Index obtains a poor value, the cell background is in light red.

Attractive Quality, Must-Be Quality, Reverse Quality—Theory of Attractive Quality [Kano, Seraku, Takahashi, Tsuji, 1984]

SOURCE

MATERIAL
DESCRI-
PTIONS

MACRO-
CRITERIA RESOURCE KINGDOM MATERIAL RESOURCE MATERIAL PROCESSING POST-USE PROCESSING

Materials
Naturalness

Index
(MN Index)

VARIA-
BLES Living [L;0]

Non
Living
[NL;3]

Renewability Origins Productive Process
Weight

Productive
Chain Length Dismitting Scenario

LEVELS

Bacteria [B]/
Archaea [AR]/
Protozoa [PR]/

Chromista [C]/Plantae [PL]/
Fungi [F]/Animalia [AN]

Minerals Short Cycle [SC;0]/
Medium Cycle

[MC;1]/
Long Cycle [LC;2]/
Non Renewable

[NR;3]

Wasted [W;0]/
Mechanically

Recycled [MR;1]/
Chemically Recycled
[CR;2]/Primary [P;3]

Very Light
Processing

[VLP = 0]/Light
Processing

[LP = 1]/Medium
Processing

[MP = 2]/Heavy
Processing [HP = 3]

On Site
[OS = 0]/Short

Distance
[SD = 1]/Medium

Distance
[MD = 2]/Long

Distance
[LD = 3]

Potentially ReUsable
[PRU = 0]/Potentially

ReCyclable
[PRC = 1]/Biodegradable

[B = 2]/Compostable
[C = 2]/Gas or Energy
Recovery [GoER = 2]

/Landfill Disposal [LD = 3]

Metals
[M]/Non
Metals
[NM]

B AR PR C PL F AN M NM SC MC LC NR W MR CR P

1 MATto biologically engineered
banana leaf veneers 100 100 100 1 1 2 4

2 MATto
paper replacing up to
15% of virgin tree pulp
with organic residues

100 100 15 85 1 1 1 6

3 MATto
innovative natural
textile made from
pineapple leaf fibre

100 100 70 30 2 2 2 7

4
Sustainable
Material
Library

non-wowen basalt
fabric 100 100 100 2 3 3 17

5 Materfad organic refuse
biocompound 100 100 100 2 1 2 5

6 MATto
thin natural stone
veneer over a cotton
fleece

5 95 5 95 100 2 2 3 16

7 MATto steel panels that house
stabilized lichens 10 90 10 90 90 10 2 1 3 13

8 MATto expanded insulation
corkboard 100 100 100 0 1 1 3

9 MATto
innovative biological
and healthy yarn
obtained from milk

65 35 100 35 65 3 2 0 7

10 MATto
fibre by a blend of
Chitosan (from crab
shells) and viscose

95 5 100 5 95 3 2 0 8

11 Materfad sheet of material from
bacteria 50 50 100 100 0 0 2 2
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Table A1. Cont.

Attractive Quality, Must-Be Quality, Reverse Quality—Theory of Attractive Quality [Kano, Seraku, Takahashi, Tsuji, 1984]

SOURCE

MATERIAL
DESCRI-
PTIONS

MACRO-
CRITERIA RESOURCE KINGDOM MATERIAL RESOURCE MATERIAL PROCESSING POST-USE PROCESSING

Materials
Naturalness

Index
(MN Index)

VARIA-
BLES Living [L;0]

Non
Living
[NL;3]

Renewability Origins Productive Process
Weight

Productive
Chain Length Dismitting Scenario

LEVELS

Bacteria [B]/
Archaea [AR]/
Protozoa [PR]/

Chromista [C]/Plantae [PL]/
Fungi [F]/Animalia [AN]

Minerals Short Cycle [SC;0]/
Medium Cycle

[MC;1]/
Long Cycle [LC;2]/
Non Renewable

[NR;3]

Wasted [W;0]/
Mechanically

Recycled [MR;1]/
Chemically Recycled
[CR;2]/Primary [P;3]

Very Light
Processing

[VLP = 0]/Light
Processing

[LP = 1]/Medium
Processing

[MP = 2]/Heavy
Processing [HP = 3]

On Site
[OS = 0]/Short

Distance
[SD = 1]/Medium

Distance
[MD = 2]/Long

Distance
[LD = 3]

Potentially ReUsable
[PRU = 0]/Potentially

ReCyclable
[PRC = 1]/Biodegradable

[B = 2]/Compostable
[C = 2]/Gas or Energy
Recovery [GoER = 2]

/Landfill Disposal [LD = 3]

Metals
[M]/Non
Metals
[NM]

B AR PR C PL F AN M NM SC MC LC NR W MR CR P

12 MATto
alpine herb and flower
veneers bonded with
bio-resins

100 100 100 1 0 2 6

13 Materfad cellulose fibre from
Bamboo 100 100 50 50 3 2 1 8

14
Sustainable
Material
Library

fibre produced
exclusively from wood
and seaweed

100 100 100 3 1 1 9

15 Materfad
recycled textile waste
and mycelium as a
binding agent

95 5 5 95 95 5 1 0 3 6

16 MATto very thin flexible
sandstone 15 85 15 85 100 1 2 3 14

17 MATto salmon skin leather 100 100 100 1 0 1 2

18 MATto paper from algae of the
Venice lagoon 100 100 30 70 1 1 1 4

19 MATto biopolymer from PLA 100 100 100 3 2 2 10

20 Materfad
eco-leather from
spoiled fruit and
vegetables

100 100 100 0 0 1 1

21 Materfad
silk-like yarn from
repurposed citrus juice
by-products

100 100 100 3 0 1 4

22 Materfad
bio plastic composed of
lignin, cellulose fibres,
and natural additives

100 100 100 1 2 3 7

23 Materfad
floor covering of
linseed oil, wood flour
and mineral fillers

100 30 70 51 49 2 2 3 9

24
Sustainable
Material
Library

high-performing
insulation material
from the ocean

100 100 100 0 1 2 3

25 Materfad flexible foams from
algae biomass 100 100 100 2 1 2 8
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Table A1. Cont.

Attractive Quality, Must-Be Quality, Reverse Quality—Theory of Attractive Quality [Kano, Seraku, Takahashi, Tsuji, 1984]

SOURCE

MATERIAL
DESCRI-
PTIONS

MACRO-
CRITERIA RESOURCE KINGDOM MATERIAL RESOURCE MATERIAL PROCESSING POST-USE PROCESSING

Materials
Naturalness

Index
(MN Index)

VARIA-
BLES Living [L;0]

Non
Living
[NL;3]

Renewability Origins Productive Process
Weight

Productive
Chain Length Dismitting Scenario

LEVELS

Bacteria [B]/
Archaea [AR]/
Protozoa [PR]/

Chromista [C]/Plantae [PL]/
Fungi [F]/Animalia [AN]

Minerals Short Cycle [SC;0]/
Medium Cycle

[MC;1]/
Long Cycle [LC;2]/
Non Renewable

[NR;3]

Wasted [W;0]/
Mechanically

Recycled [MR;1]/
Chemically Recycled
[CR;2]/Primary [P;3]

Very Light
Processing

[VLP = 0]/Light
Processing

[LP = 1]/Medium
Processing

[MP = 2]/Heavy
Processing [HP = 3]

On Site
[OS = 0]/Short

Distance
[SD = 1]/Medium

Distance
[MD = 2]/Long

Distance
[LD = 3]

Potentially ReUsable
[PRU = 0]/Potentially

ReCyclable
[PRC = 1]/Biodegradable

[B = 2]/Compostable
[C = 2]/Gas or Energy
Recovery [GoER = 2]

/Landfill Disposal [LD = 3]

Metals
[M]/Non
Metals
[NM]

B AR PR C PL F AN M NM SC MC LC NR W MR CR P

26 Materfad
sound insulating
material from sheep
wool

100 100 100 0 1 1 2

27 MATto recycled aluminum tiles
for floorings 100 100 100 2 2 1 11

28 MATto recycled leather 10 90 10 90 90 10 1 2 1 6

29
Sustainable
Material
Library

recycled polyamide for
textile applications 100 100 100 3 3 1 14

30
Sustainable
Material
Library

bioplastic made from
eggs 100 100 100 1 1 2 4

31 Material
District

perforated poplar wood
veneers 100 100 100 0 1 1 6

32
Circular
Material
Library

activated charcoal by
upcycling non-edible
food waste

60 40 40 60 60 40 3 2 2 10

33
Circular
Material
Library

textiles made by
discarded wool from
factory floor offcuts,
deadstock yarn and
post-consumer textiles
waste

100 100 100 1 2 1 5

34
Circular
Material
Library

clay plaster for interior
walls and ceilings 4 6 90 4 96 100 2 2 2 15

35
Circular
Material
Library

natural dye derived
from bacteria and other
microorganisms

100 100 100 2 1 2 8

36
Circular
Material
Library

precast concrete created
by employing
microorganisms to
grow the bio cement

15 85 15 85 85 15 0 1 0 7
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Table A1. Cont.

Attractive Quality, Must-Be Quality, Reverse Quality—Theory of Attractive Quality [Kano, Seraku, Takahashi, Tsuji, 1984]

SOURCE

MATERIAL
DESCRI-
PTIONS

MACRO-
CRITERIA RESOURCE KINGDOM MATERIAL RESOURCE MATERIAL PROCESSING POST-USE PROCESSING

Materials
Naturalness

Index
(MN Index)

VARIA-
BLES Living [L;0]

Non
Living
[NL;3]

Renewability Origins Productive Process
Weight

Productive
Chain Length Dismitting Scenario

LEVELS

Bacteria [B]/
Archaea [AR]/
Protozoa [PR]/

Chromista [C]/Plantae [PL]/
Fungi [F]/Animalia [AN]

Minerals Short Cycle [SC;0]/
Medium Cycle

[MC;1]/
Long Cycle [LC;2]/
Non Renewable

[NR;3]

Wasted [W;0]/
Mechanically

Recycled [MR;1]/
Chemically Recycled
[CR;2]/Primary [P;3]

Very Light
Processing

[VLP = 0]/Light
Processing

[LP = 1]/Medium
Processing

[MP = 2]/Heavy
Processing [HP = 3]

On Site
[OS = 0]/Short

Distance
[SD = 1]/Medium

Distance
[MD = 2]/Long

Distance
[LD = 3]

Potentially ReUsable
[PRU = 0]/Potentially

ReCyclable
[PRC = 1]/Biodegradable

[B = 2]/Compostable
[C = 2]/Gas or Energy
Recovery [GoER = 2]

/Landfill Disposal [LD = 3]

Metals
[M]/Non
Metals
[NM]

B AR PR C PL F AN M NM SC MC LC NR W MR CR P

37
Circular
Material
Library

mimicry inspired vegan
leather built on a
formula of 8+ bio-based
ingredients

5 5 80 10 90 10 100 1 2 2 10

38
Sustainable
Material
Library

oyster shell powder 100 100 100 2 1 2 6

39 Make it
London

bio-based leather from
chitin from shellfish
waste and discarded
coffee grounds

30 30 40 100 100 1 1 2 4

40 Make it
London

recycled plastics from
marine debris collected
from the bottom of the
ocean

100 100 100 3 2 1 14

41 Make it
London

high performance
cement mixed ultra-fine
aggregates from
recycled glass and
polymers

100 100 50 50 2 2 3 15

42 Make it
London

tree-free mineral-based
paper 25 75 25 75 75 25 3 2 2 13

43 Make it
London

paper board made from
100% recycled materials 100 100 100 1 1 1 4

44 Make it
London

concrete made of hemp
shiv and lime binder 30 70 30 70 30 70 1 0 1 8

45 Make it
London

water-based, modified
gypsum composite 100 100 100 1 1 1 11

46 Material
District vegan coated fabric 75 25 75 25 100 1 2 2 7

47 Material
District

gypsum boards with
fibrous reinforcement 100 100 100 2 2 3 16

48 Material
District

panel from silkworm
cocoons 100 100 100 0 0 1 1
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Table A1. Cont.

Attractive Quality, Must-Be Quality, Reverse Quality—Theory of Attractive Quality [Kano, Seraku, Takahashi, Tsuji, 1984]

SOURCE

MATERIAL
DESCRI-
PTIONS

MACRO-
CRITERIA RESOURCE KINGDOM MATERIAL RESOURCE MATERIAL PROCESSING POST-USE PROCESSING

Materials
Naturalness

Index
(MN Index)

VARIA-
BLES Living [L;0]

Non
Living
[NL;3]

Renewability Origins Productive Process
Weight

Productive
Chain Length Dismitting Scenario

LEVELS

Bacteria [B]/
Archaea [AR]/
Protozoa [PR]/

Chromista [C]/Plantae [PL]/
Fungi [F]/Animalia [AN]

Minerals Short Cycle [SC;0]/
Medium Cycle

[MC;1]/
Long Cycle [LC;2]/
Non Renewable

[NR;3]

Wasted [W;0]/
Mechanically

Recycled [MR;1]/
Chemically Recycled
[CR;2]/Primary [P;3]

Very Light
Processing

[VLP = 0]/Light
Processing

[LP = 1]/Medium
Processing

[MP = 2]/Heavy
Processing [HP = 3]

On Site
[OS = 0]/Short

Distance
[SD = 1]/Medium

Distance
[MD = 2]/Long

Distance
[LD = 3]

Potentially ReUsable
[PRU = 0]/Potentially

ReCyclable
[PRC = 1]/Biodegradable

[B = 2]/Compostable
[C = 2]/Gas or Energy
Recovery [GoER = 2]

/Landfill Disposal [LD = 3]

Metals
[M]/Non
Metals
[NM]

B AR PR C PL F AN M NM SC MC LC NR W MR CR P

49 Material
District 100% merino wool 100 100 100 0 0 0 3

50 Material
District cork fabric 100 100 100 2 1 1 5

51 Material
District

durable surface made
of recycled content 25 75 100 75 25 1 2 3 11

52 Material
District

textile fibre made from
chemically recycled
domestic cotton waste

100 100 100 2 1 0 5

53 Material
District cow stomach leather 100 100 100 2 2 1 5

54 Material
District

sheep/cow/donkey
dung paper 25 75 100 100 0 0 1 1

55 Material
District

bonded leather by
scraps 25 55 20 55 25 20 80 20 2 1 1 6

56 Material
District

recycled wood chips
terrazzo 80 20 10 80 10 90 10 1 1 1 5

57 Material
District decorative wood panels 90 10 100 100 0 1 1 6

58 Material
District

high-density panel -
freeform fiberboard 80 20 80 20 80 20 1 1 2 6

59 Material
District

rice husk, salt and
mineral oil composite 60 40 60 40 2 2 1 7

60 Material
District

cement bonded particle
board 63 37 10 63 27 100 3 2 1 12
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